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Humility, realization, hope and fulfillment, freedom, progress and reality ? what do the sages
have to say on these matters? Each card in this soulful deck offers a pure moment of sincere
reflection from Dharma masters past and present. From the timeless wisdom that gave birth to
such concepts as karma, mantra, and samsara comes 52 enlightening adages. Offering insight
and inspiration from mother India's Vedic tradition including the Bhagavad-Gita, these cards
also feature gorgeous photographs of her sacred lands and people.

Caucasian Legends (Classic Reprint)
"Bharati arrived at noon with some take-out. Seeing her at my door made me feel all warm and
fuzzy. When she greeted me with a small kiss on my cheek I had to control myself in order not
to do anything too hasty. She was dressed in a neon pink dress with spaghetti straps and had
a turquoise scarf wrapped around her neck. Her long black hair was hanging down and had
bold streaks of grey in it. She looked like a brilliant colorful painting that I wished I had made."
In this collection of short stories, author Kitty Woolf gives the reader twelve delicious glimpses
from the love lives of her characters. Meet Rose, a lonesome housewife looking for a romance,
or read about Gabrielle, a middle-aged lawyer who moves to San Francisco to find love. Or
why not plunge into the fantastical world of lesbian vampires? Ranging from the 1920's to
present day themes, "When Lovers Collide" is a collection of lesbian romance stories, bound to
leave no woman-loving woman untouched. Each story is an island where lovers collide.
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Ephaidria
Provides its readers with principles and practices used in career assessment drawn from the
fields Vedic philosophy, modern career assessment, Vedic astrology, and the sister-sciences
of Ayurveda and Vastu. These career guidelines will help readers discover the type of work for
which they are best suited, and will encourage them to develop the competency necessary to
reach the highest levels of their destiny.

One Decision
There are many souls, very far away, in grave danger. They dwell in the triple star system
known as EPHAIDRIA, its four living worlds inhabited by eight thriving civilizations. Among
them, an abducted race of humans face genocide. Astral entities have invaded, infiltrating their
victim's nightmares and consuming the dark energy created by their fear. Ephaidria's only
hope? Four Earthlings from the Milky Way, each in possession of a unique paranormal power.
Clairaudience - The ability to perceive other's thoughts. Claircognizance - The capacity to
sense an imminent moment. Clairvoyance - The gift to glimpse the near and distant future. And
the most significant . . . the power of healing. Following the onset of identical dreams, these
extraordinary humans are drawn together by a series of serendipitous events. With the help of
earthly spirits, they are guided to a mystical archway of light, summoning them to depart on an
epic adventure.
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The Vedic Dharma
The Power of the Dharma: An Introduction to Hinduism and Vedic Culture offers a concise and
easy-to-understand overview of the essential principles and customs of the Hindu tradition. It
also provides many insights into the depth and value of the timeless wisdom of Vedic
spirituality and reveals why the Dharmic path has survived for thousands of years. Author
Stephen Knapp reveals why the Dharma is presently enjoying a renaissance among an
increasing number of people who want to explore its teachings and see what its many
techniques of self-discovery have to offer. In The Power of the Dharma, you will find: quotes by
noteworthy people on the unique qualities of Hinduism; essential principles of the Vedic
spiritual path; particular traits, customs, and explanations of Hindu worship; descriptions of the
main yoga systems; significance and legends of the colorful Hindu festivals; benefits of
Ayurveda, Vastu, Vedic astrology, and gemology; important insights of Dharmic life and how to
begin. The Dharmic path can provide you the means for attaining your own spiritual
realizations and experiences. This is the power of Dharma's universal teachings which have
something to offer everyone!

Finding Memphis
Autobiography of Vedic scholar converts from Christianity.
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Spiritually Sassy
A practical guide to simple daily techniques for rapid spiritual progress • Explores 11 timetested methods for spiritual advancement and how you only need to include 7 each day for
spiritual growth and personal enlightenment • Includes wisdom from spiritual masters from
nearly every religion, including Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism, and more • Offers routines,
tips, and tricks to keep you on track, mantras for success and sacred connection, and
exercises to apply these spiritual lessons in your everyday life Enlightenment means becoming
a light unto yourself. But how does one get on the path to enlightenment? In this practical
spiritual guide, Simon Chokoisky shares 11 time-tested yet simple daily techniques to help you
find your spiritual path, or “dharma,” no matter what your spiritual background--be it Christian,
Hindu, Buddhist, or Agnostic. He explains how everyone has a unique learning style as well as
a spiritual style--your “Dharma type”--and how the Dharma method allows you to pick any
seven of the 11 methods described in the book to practice. You can even change them daily,
all based on your unique needs. And by holding to the 7/11 “rule” daily, you’ll soon find
yourself on the road to rapid spiritual progress and personal enlightenment. In this book, the
author explains how he distilled these 11 spiritual techniques from centuries of methods used
by spiritual masters from around the world. He details the 5 different Dharma types and
provides personality tests to determine your type. He provides routines, tips, and tricks to keep
you on track as well as thoughtful exercises to help you apply spiritual principles in your
everyday life. He explores how to apply the commandments of the Judeo-Christian tradition,
the Yoga Yamas and Niyamas, and the Buddhist 8-fold path based on your Dharma type. He
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discusses the power of sound and how to use mantras for success and sacred connection. He
also explains the best ways to purify your body and mind as well as how to create a “standing
wave” of spiritual power to recharge yourself anytime during the day. Showing how spirituality
is inherent in each of us and is abundant, free, and easy to cultivate, the author reveals how
you can best cultivate your spiritual light and share it with the world.

What's Your Dosha, Baby?
"DISCOVER YOUR DHARMA: A Vedic Guide to Living Your Best Life with foreword from
Deepak Chopra Discover Your Dharma by Sahara Rose is a modern, relatable guide to
understanding Vedic concepts and how they apply to life in today's world. From seeking your
dharma, life purpose, to healing your inner wounds and creating new stories (sankalpa), to
understanding your Dosha (mind-body type) and how it relates to your business, relationships
and everyday life, Sahara Rose guides you through upgrading every facet of your life with the
help of the Vedas. She believes that the future is ancient. We are seeking age-old wisdom for
help solving today's problems, because this ancient wisdom stems from the universal truths to
which we are now reawakening"--

Ayurveda
Become your highest self and fulfill your dharma with this guided journal from Sahara Rose
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and illustrator Danielle Noel. Begin each month with intention and purpose, and record your
daily to-dos alongside your practices for self-care. This journal helps you maintain focus and
keeps your days rooted in the yogic practices that lead to your dharma. Illuminated by mystical
artwork from Danielle Noel and filled with inspiration and guidance from Sahara Rose, it is the
ultimate tool for reflection, clarity, and achieving your highest self. * Learn how the Doshas
correspond to the seasons and the time of day--and discover how to nourish your Dosha
throughout the year. * Track the moon with lunar calendars for 2021 and 2022 as well as new
and full moon dates. * Organize your day and keep track of your daily self-care rituals with
daily planner pages that include mantras, meditations, and affirmations. * Reflect on each
month and set intentions for the month ahead with guided monthly journal pages. Pull a
monthly Oracle card and reconnect with your goals.

The Dharma Method
Dry Heat is the debut novel by indie author Steven Eggleton. A dirty, angry, and often painfully
funny read, Dry Heat explores the angst and confusion people in their early twenties frequently
feel. Written in Eggleton's skeptical, sardonic, and bluntly frank narrative voice, the book
chronicles a little over a year in the life of Vincente Vasquez, a disillusioned grocery-store clerk
living in Tucson, Arizona. Chiefly concerned with escaping the drudgery of work, social
equality, and the pursuit of sex; Dry Heat is a visceral and raw novel that's sure to leave an
impression.
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Eat Feel Fresh
We often feel powerless in our lives. We have many desires but are limited in our ability to
transform those wishes into tangible results. We are confused and unsure about what will
really make us happy. In Eternal Dharma, Vishnu Swami guides you on a journey to align
yourself with the natural flow of existence through the ancient Eastern knowledge of Veda.
Eternal Dharma distills 5,000 years of spiritual wisdom so you can learn to live an enlightened,
effective, and fulfilled life. Vishnu Swami inspires you to take action and manifest your fullest
spiritual potential in everything you do: Explore the subtle and physical domains to achieve a
totally new relationship with reality. Learn the radical new system of effectiveness. Gain clarity
on all spiritual and religious paths. Free yourself from pain and suffering to reach pure,
transcendental love.

Journey of the Awakened Heart
Bring your body into balance with over 100 healing recipes for a modern Ayurvedic lifestyle.
The ancient science of Ayurveda teaches that food is divine medicine with the power to
heal--but the best foods for one person may not be beneficial to another. Unlike many diets
with rigid, one-size-fits-all guidelines, Ayurveda is a lifestyle that recognizes the ever-changing
needs of each individual. Join author Sahara Rose on a journey to wellness and discover how
to eat according to your body's specific needs. Identify your Dosha, or mind-body type, and find
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out what foods are best for your body. Learn how changes in season and climate affect your
digestion and how to adjust what you eat accordingly. Rather than focusing on calories, you'll
focus on food qualities. Rather than focusing on macronutrients, you'll focus on tastes--and
you'll feel better than ever. Fall in love with cooking as you explore more than 100 plant-based,
gluten- and dairy-free recipes for every meal of the day, including contemporary twists on
classic Ayurvedic cuisine, such as turmeric-ginger kitchari and gut-healing seaweed broth.
Packed with practical guidance and beautiful photography, Eat Feel Fresh integrates traditional
Ayurvedic wisdom with contemporary nutritional science, and invites you to change your
relationship with food and connect with your highest self. "Sahara Rose is a millennial thoughtleader who is taking the torch of Ayurveda and burning it brightly. This is the second book of
hers I have had the pleasure to introduce and an example of her dedication to modernizing
Ayurveda so its wisdom can transcend time. Let it inspire you to make food choices that serve
not only your body, but also your spirit." -Deepak Chopra, MD "Eat Feel Fresh provides a muchneeded plant-based solution to Ayurvedic nutrition that the world has been waiting for." -Mark
Hyman, MD New York Times best-selling author "Sahara Rose brings the perfect combination
of intelligence and accessibility to her new book, Eat Feel Fresh. Her recipes are more than
just food, they offer insight into healing and inspiration to live a healthier, fuller life." -Kino
MacGregor, Ashtanga Yogi and author "Eat Feel Fresh provides a wealth of knowledge about
the Ayurvedic way of cooking. This book is well organized, a treat to your eyes, and a sheer
pleasure to read. Sahara Rose is a shining light who will inspire you towards a healthier and
happier lifestyle." -Dr. Suhas Kshirsagar, Ayurvedic physician and author
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Waking Up in 5D
Thank you very much for getting started with this book! You are reading this now because I
hope you have the chance to feel the love, peace, and joy I feel. If you read one chapter each
day, you might be amazed before you are halfway through! You get 28 chapters in this book
designed to be read one day at a time in the morning, throughout the day, or at night. I do this
myself each day and share in my voice what I am learning in my daily journey of being the best
person I can be today. Here are the titles for the 28 chapters in this book. From reading these,
you can get a great idea of what this book will help you with! 1.Amazing things happen in
appreciating the now. 2.How to thrive by taking your own advice. 3.Are you praying for help?
You will receive it. 4.How to deal with uncertainty when you don't know. 5.Take your pick:
choosing to be happy or sad. 6.How to take responsibility for your emotions and thrive. 7.How
to tackle your problems right now. 8.Achieving happiness with positive affirmations every day.
9.Feeling tired? Create an uplifting daily self-care routine. 10.What could you gain from slowing
down life? 11.How to continue consistent persistence every day. 12.Do you appreciate what
you have today? 13.The benefits of sharing problems with others. 14.One easy solution to
improving your mood. 15.How a daily prayer affirmation can improve your life. 16.Reality in the
downside of wishful thinking. 17.You do make a unique impact in life. 18.Time travel is real - go
backwards or forwards in time to appreciate now. 19.How can I love the people already in my
life? 20.The key to overcoming fear with faith. 21.How to enjoy the journey as much as the
destination. 22.Happiness challenge: how to master your mindfulness while sick. 23.Gaining
peace in accepting your circumstances. 24.Perfect positioning: the right place at the right time
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in life. 25.How to treat emotional pain by eliminating physical pain. 26.Getting things done: how
to get started on your goals. 27.How to simplify your lifestyle and have more than before.
28.How to be optimistic about death. Thank you for reading this book and I hope you enjoy it
as much as I did creating it! Sincerely, Jerry Banfield

When Lovers Collide
We make thousands of decisions every day of our lives. Right now, there is at least one
decision we can make that will have powerful ripple effects across all aspects of our life and
those around us. But how do we determine which decisions matter and which ones don't? And
how can we use the ones that matter to get us to where we want to go in our lives? One
Decision isn't about one overwhelming big step. It is about making at least one decision every
day that shifts your circumstances and moves you closer to your goals and dreams. Instead of
trying to make the "best" decision, Coach Mike guides you to make the decision as your "Best
Self" through simple and practical exercises. Coach Mike reveals areas that are keeping us
"stuck," and are standing in our way of progress--including resentment, fear, shame and more.
With this critical shift in perception, suddenly we are able to go beyond the decisions
themselves and focus instead on creating a better life, no matter what comes our way. One
Decision is a shift in thinking and a powerful blueprint that will catapult you into action, helping
you turn obstacles into opportunities, struggles into successes and create a new outlook to
improve your outcomes while living out the days ahead. Rather than constantly over-thinking
the "big" decisions you're facing, or simply choosing not to choose, this book will help you
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reconnect with your gut instincts so you can make all of your decisions with confidence and
move in new ways towards all that you want for yourself in your life. A VIKING LIFE TITLE

A Mind to Mind Conversation
This volume is the first installment in a new series on the Rig Veda. This series is an original,
idiosyncratic look at the Rg Veda and Vedas as a whole. The purpose of this series, The
Secret History of the Vedas, is to unravel and discover the true meaning of the Vedic deities
and to reveal the hidden meaning of the Vedas. This book is a line-by-line commentary on the
Asyavamasya Sukta in the Rig Veda. There are three great themes in the Vedic
dharma—Existence, Bliss, and Consciousness. This volume is an examination of Existence, the
first prong in the Vedic Dharma. This book is a broad overview of the major themes that are
present in the Vedic dharma. These themes will be explored and expanded in subsequent
volumes in this series. That series is The Secret History of the Vedas. This series reveals the
hidden meaning of the Rg Veda, reassembled from portions of the Vedas—the Rg Veda
SamaVeda, Yajur Veda, and AtharvaVeda—as well as the Brahmanas, Upanishads, shastras,
and other Vedic and Hindu writings. This series and this volume provide the key that unlocks
the secrets of the Vedas.

Discover Your Dharma
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Dustin is a seventeen-year-old young man who finds out that his girlfriend, Sandy

Marie Tarnowska
Sahara Rose shares her unique approach to discovering your dharma through the Doshas
(Ayurvedic mind-body types) and the chakras (energy centres of the body). Take the 'What's
Your Dharma Archetype?' quiz and use your Dharma Blueprint to unlock the code of what
you're meant to do next, in your relationships, business and every facet of your life.

The Power of the Dharma
Do you ever feel like you could do more with your life, but you don't know where to start? Do
great ideas keep going through your mind, barely changing from year to year? Do you need
the tools to get you going in the right direction? This book has one purpose: To help you make
your dream come true, no matter how big that dream might be. To change your life you need
the desire to change and the commitment to make that change possible through action. Mind
to Mind Conversations will help start you on the path to a new life.

Bus ride to hell
Win bets on sporting events using the prediction system of Vedic Astrology • Describes the
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basics of Vedic Astrology and how it can be applied to sports betting • Outlines 5 powerful
techniques for predicting the outcome of any one-on-one competition • Details how to
determine the physical strength of each side, whose motivation and drive to win is strongest,
and who has fate on their side Everything that is born, which has a lifespan and an ending, is a
space-time event. That includes contests as well as human beings. And just as your personal
astrological chart can describe success or failure in various areas of your life, so too can a
contest chart created from the time, date, and location of an event show us winners and losers
of one-on-one competitions. Drawing on traditional Vedic Astrology as well as his own
research and winning experience, Simon Chokoisky outlines 5 powerful techniques for
predicting the outcome of any competition between two opponents with 70–80 percent
accuracy. He explains how sports betting offers black-and-white outcomes and you do not
have to be an advanced astrologer to understand the principles in this book or to apply them to
daily life. Using examples from his bets in the World Cup and baseball, the author shows how
to judge the favorite and determine the underdog’s chances by looking into the body, mind,
and soul of a team and its players. He details how to use the planets to determine the physical
strength of each side and whose motivation, mental toughness, and drive to win is strongest as
well as the more subtle spiritual nature of each team--who is luckier and who has fate on their
side. He details how he used these simple principles to win hundreds of bets and how he now
uses them to fund charitable causes. Including personal stories of his experiences with grace,
beginner’s luck, and the Vedic philosophy of karma and dharma, Chokoisky demonstrates
how the planets and stars relate not only to our sports competitions but also our individual
lives. He shows us how the astrologer must become part of the prediction, how a bad day can
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mean bad luck, and how to ride the wave of good fortune by avoiding specific days that are illdisposed to betting. Chokoisky explains that one way to remain in the good graces of the gods
is to donate a portion of your winnings to charity. He describes how right conduct is essential to
continue profiting from this technique and how your own karma and dharma can indicate how
to approach gambling as well as how to use your winnings.

Discover Your Dharma
A handbook for unlocking the soul’s purpose and manifesting a fulfilling life • Reinterprets the
traditional Dharma system of ancient India as a map for revealing one’s true purpose •
Provides tests for determining one’s Dharma type • Explains the benefits, challenges, and
social, interpersonal, and health dynamics associated with each of the 5 Dharma types Have
you ever wondered why, despite great obstacles, some people achieve success, while others,
though given everything, seem to squander it away? Or why some people, despite having very
little, radiate joy, while others appear miserable though surrounded by opulence? The answer
is Dharma: knowing your soul’s purpose and living it is the key to creating a fulfilling life. Built
on a deep body of Vedic knowledge, the ancient system of social structure and spiritual duty
known as Dharma has modern applications for people seeking their life’s purpose. Author
Simon Chokoisky explains the five Dharma archetypes--Warrior, Educator, Merchant, Laborer,
and Outsider--and how your life’s purpose goes hand-in-hand with your Dharma type.
Providing tests to determine your type, he outlines the benefits, challenges, emotional and
learning styles, and social, interpersonal, and health dynamics associated with each type.
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Chokoisky reveals how the Dharma types function as an operating system for your identity,
helping you map your life and play to your innate strengths, whether in choosing a prosperous
career or field of study or in facing health challenges and meeting fitness goals. By accepting
and understanding the nature of your type, you begin to align with your true purpose and,
regardless of fate, find joy and meaning in life.

Inner Bridges
Tokoda's rock 'n roll lifestyle comes to an abrupt halt when he is called back home. He climbs
on his Harley and heads back to Spirit Island where Native American legends are known to
come to life. Nara is intent on preserving her Ojibwa heritage, and couldn't be happier about
her former crush coming back to the Island, and is even happier when the sexy musician finds
his way into her bed. The rekindled lovers are thrown back in time, but in opposite directions.
Tokoda and Nara must overcome the barbaric Sioux tribe to find one another and look for a
way to return to their own time. $1 from each copy of Mystified sold will go to Mark's Run for
A.L.S. (Lou Gehrig's Disiease)

The Growing of You
Who am I? What is my purpose in life? Something within each of us yearns to find meaning in
our lives, and to discover the reason we are here in this time and place. The search for
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purpose is age old, and it compels us to move forward, to learn and to grow. Lissa Coffey, well
known for her inspiring blend of ancient wisdom and modern style, brings us Vedanta's Four
Yogas, and explores how each one can help us to define our unique purpose.

Finding Peace One Day at a Time
Journey of the Awakened Heart contains messages and lessons that provide a road map to
remember who you are and discover your talents and gifts. In this process you will then realize
your passion and purpose in this lifetime. This book gives you the tools you need to release old
habits patterns and rituals so you can live a highly enjoyable and self mastered way of life.

Discover Your Dharma
A Yogic Path Reflective Journal
Transform your mind, open your heart, and help the world by uncovering and celebrating the
authentic you! Wild dance parties, vegan cake, and meaningful spirituality. Stop trying to put
yourself into a box of what spirituality “should” look like—because, honey, being yourself is
spiritual. This is what Sah D’Simone shares in Spiritually Sassy, a guide for a generation that
celebrates diversity, authenticity, and freedom both in life and on the spiritual path. A queer,
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brown, flamboyant, immigrant spiritual seeker, Sah is a voice for anyone who wants to grow in
creative ways. To be of service and make an impact on the world. To embrace their fierce,
funny, and fabulous selves—even the parts they might feel ashamed of or figure just aren’t
“spiritual” enough. With Spiritually Sassy, Sah distills the art of living well in our modern world
into eight radical yet totally attainable steps. By incorporating scientifically backed principles of
modern psychology with time-tested Buddhist techniques—and a heavy dose of sassy
sauce—Sah will help you unblock your heart, befriend your mind, and live your truth out loud. In
other words, he’ll help you find your sass. Highlights include: Clear out old ways of thinking to
make room for a new story that reflects your fabulous heart—and quiets your inner critic
Overcome imposter syndrome and know you are worthy of love, abundance, and joy Get out of
your own way in a big way Uncover your true self to become spiritual—and sassy Get real about
your dreams and goals, and learn powerful manifestation practices to help make them happen
Embrace your superpowers—the gifts and talents that help you live your purpose The
importance of looking beyond yourself to your community, your tribe, and how you give back
Plus—tons of practices for meditation, breath work, mantra, movement, journaling, working with
your mind, and more “It is my mission in life to help you find your sass, whatever that means
for you,” writes Sah, “so it can radiate out and touch everything you do.” Spiritually Sassy
isn’t a quick fix, spiritual bypassing, or entitlement. It’s a life-embracing path to awakening in
modern times. Dive in to uncover your most radically authentic and spiritual self—and get sassy.

Beneath a Vedic Sun
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An essential guide for anyone with an interest in body therapy, this book contains an
exploration of the connections between Eastern and Western beliefs about health and the
human body, based on the concept of energy as a fundamental force in nature. This hiddenenergy theory incorporates facets of Chinese acupuncture and Hindu yoga, while establishing
that Western medical knowledge validates these ancient Eastern insights. Dr. Smith explains
how healthcare practitioners can access this energy through their hands, feel its existence, and
see a person's response to the movements. Medical practitioners as well as patients can use
this book to learn how to: -Bridge Eastern and Western belief systems -Connect Eastern Yoga
and Western theories of anatomy -Bridge the physical and spiritual worlds -Diagnose illness
-Communicate in the therapeutic setting -Create a healing perspective -Expanding their vision
of the human body

Dry Heat
Tools and teachings to guide you in the transition from the polarized mindset of the 3rd
dimension to the joy and love of 5th dimensional vibrations • Explains how to recognize the 5D
experiences you’ve already had, identify the differences between 3D linear thinking and 5D
multidimensional thinking, and turn 3D viewpoints around to expand your perception of what is
possible • Includes exercises to protect your energies, especially while sleeping, and Sacred
Geometry meditations to open yourself to higher frequencies • Reveals how to develop a
Higher Self connection, increase your sensitivity to dimensional signatures, and consciously
choose 5D, where love is the governing force We are all transitioning from the narrowlyPage 19/32
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focused and polarized awareness of the Third Dimension and waking up to the higher
vibrations and abilities of the Fifth Dimension. Each of us has already experienced 5D: Think
about your most memorable and uplifting experiences of the recent past--where everything
went well, interactions were harmonious and loving, and all felt blissful and happy--that’s 5D.
For some, the shift is sudden and permanent, but for many of us, the change is gradual,
coming in fleeting moments and waves. In this ascension manual, spiritual teacher Maureen J.
St. Germain explains how to shift your energetic patterns and choose to permanently anchor
yourself in the joy, love, and kindness of 5D. Guiding you through the opportunities the Fifth
Dimension has to offer, the author reveals how to develop a Higher Self connection, increase
your sensitivity to dimensional signatures, and consciously choose 5D, where love is the
governing force. She shows how 5D relates to 3D as well as to 4D, the transitional dimension
between the two, and explains how to read the energy patterns that distinguish one dimension
from the next as well as how to experience multiple dimensions simultaneously. She explores
how to identify the differences between “good vs. evil” polarized 3D linear thinking and
dynamic 5D multidimensional thinking and how to turn 3D viewpoints around to expand your
perception of what is possible. Offering eye-opening stories of 5D experiences from students
and inspiring information from her spirit guides, the author also details exercises to protect your
energies, especially while sleeping, and provides Sacred Geometry meditations to activate
your 8th chakra and open yourself to higher frequencies. She also explores how awakening to
5D allows you to form a strong bond to global consciousness, so your personal transformations
will have a more profound impact on the people in your circle, and beyond.
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Flow Like Water
Saint John of Kronstadt taught, "Those who are trying to lead a spiritual life have to carry on a
most skillful and difficult warfare, through their thoughts, every moment of their life-that is, a
spiritual warfare; it is necessary that our whole soul should be every moment a clear eye, able
to watch and notice the thoughts entering our heart from the evil one and repel them; the
hearts of such men should be always burning with faith, humility and love; otherwise the
subtlety of the Devil finds an easy access to them, followed by a diminution of faith, or entire
unbelief, and then by every possible evil, which it will be difficult to wash away even by tears.
Do not, therefore, allow your heart to be cold, especially during prayer, and avoid in every way
cold indifference. Very often it happens that prayer is on the lips, but in the heart cunning,
incredulity or unbelief, so that by the lips the man seems near to God, whilst in his heart he is
far from Him. And, during our prayers, the evil one makes use of every means to chill our
hearts and fill them with deceit in a most imperceptible manner to us. Pray and fortify yourself,
fortify your heart." An Orthodox Monastery is a spiritual battleground. This is a truth that the
nuns of Saint Maria Skobtsova's Monastery have always known. The nuns' work has brought
them a fresh appreciation of that: in their medical clinic caring for cardiac patients; in their
hospice program, caring for the dying; in their Community Supported Agriculture program,
providing food for their subscribers and for themselves and their employees; and in their
training program for certified nursing assistants. But most of all, they have learned this in their
prayers and in the interactions of their growing community. Yet, it wasn't until one of the nuns
was slandered by an old enemy, accused of murdering a hospice patient, that the nuns of
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Saint Maria's Monastery, come to an intimate awareness of how very much the battle is more
within the soul of each nun than exterior. Still, St John of Kronstadt also taught, "Edifying
words, the writings of the Holy Fathers, prayers, and especially the words of the Word Himself,
the Second Person of the Holy Trinity, are indeed living water; water runs, and the words flow
like water; water refreshes and gives life to the body, and edifying words animate the soul,
filling it with peace and joy, or with compunction and contrition for sin." This, too, is something
that the nuns have come to know intimately.

Insights In Nadis
Your soul is calling you to step fully into your purpose, your truth, the reason why you're here:
your dharma. This book will guide you through the journey and lead you to a life of happiness,
abundance, joyful service and fulfilment. Sahara Rose shares her unique approach to
discovering your dharma through the Doshas (the Ayurvedic mind-body types) and the chakras
(energy centres of the body). Take the 'What's Your Dharma Archetype?' quiz and use your
Dharma Blueprint to unlock the code of what you're meant to do next, in your relationships,
business and every facet of your life. Discovering your dharma is the most important work you
can do. This is the perfect introduction to living in alignment for all spiritual seekers and anyone
looking to become more self-aware. EditBuild

Dalits of Hinduism
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This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.

Game-Changing Advisory Boards
21 privately-owned company owners share stories of how they leveraged advisory boards to
help them build valuable, sustainable companies.

Eternal Dharma
If you're thinking about buying this book, it's probably because it feels like something's missing
in your career. Guess what? It could be YOU. Whether you're living for the weekends or
counting the minutes until 5 pm every day, life is too short to wish it away because you feel
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stuck in your job. The good news is that you have the power to stop living on autopilot and turn
your career around. "Follow your passion," "find your purpose," and "do what you love" have
joined the parade of bland directives that aren't doing much to actually help you figure out what
you're meant to do with your career. Instead, they only create more confusion. If all we had to
do is "follow our bliss" . . . why aren't we blissful yet? The truth is, the best career is not one
where you only do what you love, but one where you honor who you are. In You Turn,
counterterrorism professional turned career coach Ashley Stahl shares the strategies she's
used to help thousands ditch their Monday blues, get clarity on what work lights them up, and
devise an action plan to create a career they love. This book gives readers access to Stahl's
coveted 11-step roadmap that has guided thousands of coaching clients in 31 countries to selfdiscovery and success. Throughout her process, you'll: Discover your Core Skillset. Uncover
your gifts and talents to create an intentional career path that's fulfilling and aligned with who
you are—and what you're good at. Understand your "Inner Money Blueprint." Discover the root
of your money mindset, and how to break free of financial limitation. Clarify your Core
Interests. Identify the difference between a passion, gift, and calling so you can get clear on
what's meant to be a hobby-and what's meant to be a career! Become your own coach. Walk
away with a unique set of tools for staying true to your best self in times of stress, frustration,
or anxiety. Whether you're considering a career pivot, or just curious about what else is
possible for you, it's time to make a "you turn"—to get unstuck, discover your true self, and
thrive (not just survive) in your career.

Dharma Deck
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Coffey applies the ancient wisdom of Ayurveda--or "the science of life," which explains the
nature of everything in the universe--to modern-day relationships, offering an exciting new way
to measure compatibility and make all relationships work.

Gambler's Dharma
"A must-read for anyone coming to Ayurveda for the first time or as a readable brush-up for all.
Sahara offers a contemporary explanation of Ayurvedic wisdom that resonates with today's
readers."-Deepak Chopra Discover your Ayurvedic Dosha (mind-body type) and find foods, selfcare practices, yoga poses, and meditations that are tailored to your unique needs. Bestselling author Sahara Rose Ketabi makes Ayurveda accessible with this contemporary guide to
the world's oldest health system. Originating in India over 5,000 years ago, Ayurveda is the
sister science to yoga. It's the age-old secret to longevity, digestive health, mental clarity,
beauty, and balance that's regaining popularity today for its tried-and-trued methods. Sahara
Rose revitalizes ancient Ayurvedic wisdom with a modern approach and explains how
adjusting the timing of your meals; incorporating self-care practices such as dry-brushing, oilpulling and tongue-scraping; eating the correct foods for your digestive type; and practicing the
right yoga and meditation practices for your unique personality will radically enhance your
health, digestion, radiance, intuition, and bliss. With Idiot's Guides: Ayurveda, you will:
-Discover your unique Dosha and learn how it is reflected in your physiology, metabolism,
digestion, personality, and even in your dreams. -Learn how your body's needs change
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according to the season, environment, and time of day -Find ways to regain luster, passion and
flow in your life -Enjoy easy-to-make, plant-based recipes -Establish an Ayurvedic morning and
nighttime ritual for optimal balance -Learn how to balance your chakras according to your
Dosha -Use Ayurvedic herbs and spices to heal digestive issues, skin problems, hormonal
imbalance, and other ailments With plenty of fun facts, holistic humor, and sacred knowledge
from Sahara that will help you seamlessly integrate Ayurveda into your lifestyle.

What's Your Dharma?
Excerpt from Caucasian Legends Last year the Georgian people celebrated the one hundredth
anniversary of the annexation Of its country to the dominion Of the Great White Tsar. These
past one hundred years have been an era Of uninterrupted and prosperous development Of
this nation of chivalry and heroism as well as loyalty and devotion to a great and good cause.
In the third century A. D., the Georgians were converted to Christianity by Saint Nina. Ever
Since they have been a mighty fortress of christen dom amidst wild and fanatic Mahometan
tribes. Many a time their loyalty to their faith was sorely tried by the unparalleled cruelty of the
Turks and Persians. Their capital was destroyed again and again, their churches ransacked
and they commanded to tread upon the holy images which they venerated from childhood
upwards. But even in such a terrible moment the Georgians showed themselves worthy of their
all glorious traditions and thousands found their death in the River Koura at Ti?is, their chosen
capital. For centuries this little nation of heroes battled with the Infidels and great was their
distress, almost overcome by the gigantic forces Of savage enemies, when a protector
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appeared in the north and re-established law and order, confidence and happi ness. Seeing
that it was essential to assure a permanent security, the ruler Of Georgia asked in the name of
his people to be annexed to the Motherhood of Orthodox Nations. About the Publisher
Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in
the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

You Turn
Discover your dharma type and prepare your body, mind, and spirit to attract and build a
lifelong union with your soul mate • Explores how the dharma types align in relationships,
giving quick and simple insights into which dharma pairings work and which ones need work •
Details methods for attracting a mate as well as practical techniques for improving your sex
life, including the best time to have sex during the day • Provides self-tests to determine your
dharma type and outlines unique ayurvedic diet, exercise, detox, and lifestyle tips for better
health and sex appeal The people of ancient India understood that most humans are
incomplete without an intimate partner, a soul mate to share life’s journey. Drawing upon
astrology, Ayurveda, and dharma type--your personality and spiritual purpose archetype--they
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developed detailed systems to analyze physical, emotional, and spiritual compatibility between
people. This analysis encouraged joyous relationships by revealing the sexual compatibility of
a couple, the innate relationship conflicts they face, and their potential for financial success
together. In this way, couples were able to distinguish biological attraction from long-term
compatibility, lust from love, and soul mates from playmates. Sharing ancient Vedic secrets of
sex, love, health, and dharma, Simon Chokoisky explains how to prepare your mind, body, and
spirit for the right partner and how to determine if a potential mate is a good match for your
unique chemistry. He provides self-tests to determine your dharma type and outlines unique
ayurvedic diet, exercise, detox, and lifestyle tips for each type to reclaim your health and vitality
and, by doing so, your sexiness. He explores how the dharma types align in relationships to
create harmony or disharmony, giving quick and simple insights about which dharma pairings
work and which ones need work. Highlighting the skills inherent to each dharma type, he
makes suggestions on how to improve day-to-day relationships for personal and financial
benefit and to build lifelong romance that grows into a spiritual union. Moving to the bedroom,
the author details methods for attracting a mate as well as practical techniques for improving
your sex life, including the best time to have sex during the day and month. Showing how
knowing who you are will help you find your right mate, and keep away those unsuitable for
you, Chokoisky explains how living your dharma helps you flow with nature in a way that
makes life and your relationships more fulfilling.

Sex, Love, and Dharma
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Say Yes to Your Higher Calling. "Discover Your Dharma is a timely book for readers to
decondition their minds, remember their essence, and step into the purpose they were born to
express." —From the foreword by DEEPAK CHOPRA It is no coincidence you have found this
book. Your soul is calling you to step fully into your purpose, your truth, the reason why you are
here: your dharma. This lifetime is about figuring out what your dharma is. When you say yes
to your higher calling, everything you've been seeking naturally manifests. This book will guide
you through the journey and lead you to a life of happiness, abundance, joyful service, and
fulfillment. In Discover Your Dharma, bestselling Ayurvedic author and Highest Self Podcast
host Sahara Rose shares her unique approach to discovering your dharma through the
Doshas (the Ayurvedic mind-body types) and the chakras (energy centers of the body). Take
the "What's Your Dharma Archetype?" quiz and use your Dharma Blueprint to unlock the code
of what you're meant to do next, in your relationships, business, and every facet of your life.
Modernizing ancient Vedic wisdom, Sahara Rose shares how to remember your true essence,
illuminate your path, and embrace your highest self. In her signature style, she offers personal
stories and reflections on dharma discovery and embodiment. Discovering your dharma is the
most important work you can do. This is the perfect introduction to living in alignment for all
spiritual seekers and anyone looking to become more self-aware. Digital audio edition read by
the author.

Discover Your Dharma
Are you dreaming of a better life? A life where you reach your potential? In order to reach your
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potential, you need a tool that provides inspiration and instruction. The Growing of You is that
tool. The Growing of You will not encourage you to emulate others, but it will help transform
you into who you were born to be. The Growing of You is not a success plan or strategy, but its
principles will help you succeed with the gifts and talents that you already possess. Join
seminar leader and consultant, Michael D. Fluker as he shares the information and principles
he learned from his financial hardship. It’s through these principles that you will discover your
power, overcome obstacles, unleash your potential, and reach your purpose.
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